Specify the quietest chiller in the industry!
Daikin-McQuay Pathfinder™ Chiller

No longer do you need to utilize an indoor water-cooled chiller simply due to noise constraints in your project environment. McQuay’s new Pathfinder air-cooled chiller (sizes 175 through 530 tons) offers sound performance from 6 to 12 dBA less than the industry-standard. The patented single-rotor screw design offers balanced axial and radial loading, thereby minimizing tonal spikes common in all other screw compressors. More importantly, the single rotor design provides for no metal to metal contact; coupled with the unique low-speed condenser fans, noise no longer needs to be your limiting factor when selecting the appropriate chiller configuration for your project. Just listen to the three sound file links, and please contact your local Vemco Sales office for further sound and efficiency data.

Click Here: Listen & Compare the sound data for yourself

Making your building...A GREENER PLACE for working, learning and enjoying...

Contributing to LEED® Points
The Pathfinder™ Chiller leads the industry in energy efficiency, quiet operation and responsible refrigerant management. For building owners who want to pursue Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building Certification, the performance of the Pathfinder™ Chiller can contribute to the following LEED points.

- Energy and Atmosphere Credit 1, Optimize Energy Efficiency 1 to 19 possible points
- Energy and Atmosphere Credit 4, Enhanced Refrigerant Management 2 points

VEMCO Q & A
Respond to mail@vemcoinc.com with the correct answer by: May 10th to be eligible for the prize! (No phone answers accepted, can only win once every 6 months)

Q: What is the refrigerant used in the Pathfinder chiller, and what is it’s phase out date?
Prize: $50.00 AMEX gift card
CONGRATS to Dan Allen at NW Pipe in Kalispell who correctly named the air measuring device that is designed to sense differential pressure across the fan inlet—TemFLO®
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